The main task of our research effort is obtain an organic-inorganic hybrid charge-transfers altsw ith antiferromagnetic (4,4) grids. This proves the possibilityt of ind new molecular superconductors from charge-transfer salts with (4,4) grid antiferromagnetic anions.
What are the main challengesi nthe broad area of your research?
There are two types of constraints that we are confronted with. The first is to look for inorganic, antiferromagnetic anions that could be efficiently used both as electrolytes for electrocrystallization and potential (4,4) gird counter ions in resultant charge-transfer salts. The second is to obtain high-quality single crystals. Full characterization by using energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy,crystal structural determination, conductivity measurements, magnetic measurements, IR spectroscopy, and Ramane xperiments were carried out on high-quality single crystals. Consequently,w ec ould ensure that all of the information reported here shows the intrinsic behavior of the sample. We hope that our work will be helpful for furtherw ork on looking for new molecular superconductors with antiferromagnetic (4,4) grid anions.
Is your current research mainly driven by curiosity or rather applied?
Curiosityi st he most powerful drivingf orce in thed evelopment of mankind. Naturally, it is also them ainm otori ns cientific progress.H owever,o ur institutei sf inancedb yp ublict ax funds.
Consequently,w ea lwayst ry to apply emerging developments in fundamentalresearchintopractically relevant applications.
What aspectso ft his project do you find most exciting? Jahn-Te ller distorted Cu 2 + connected by formate forms an ew antiferromagnetic (4,4) grid anion.T he coordination mode of formate is different from Cu(DCOO) 2 (D 2 O) 4 .This meansthat formate can be adjusted into as uitable coordination mode to fit the cation's existence, whereas the connection mode of Cu 2 + remains in a( 4,4) grid.
This month'sc over picture results from Professor Bin Zhang'sc ollaborative work between Chinese Academy of Sciences and Peking University (China). Since the discovery of high-temperature superconductors for hole doping on parent antiferromagnetic compoundL a 2 CuO 4 ,t he antiferromagnetic molecular crystal with a( 4,4) grid copper-formate framework Cu (HCOO) 
